
Month $/MMBtu % ∆
Mar-23 2.677$            -11.8% 0
Apr-23 2.731$            -9.9% 0
May-23 2.821$            -9.4% 0
Jun-23 2.999$            -8.0% 0
Jul-23 3.175$            -7.0% 0

Aug-23 3.216$            -7.0% 0
Sep-23 3.178$            -6.9% 0
Oct-23 3.252$            -6.9% 0
Nov-23 3.673$            -6.6% 0
Dec-23 4.081$            -6.5% 0
Jan-24 4.314$            -6.4% 0
Feb-24 4.187$            -6.4% 0

$/Bbl % ∆
WTI Crude 77.69$            1.0%

Brent Crude 84.22$            2.6%

$/Gal % ∆
RBOB (Gasoline) 2.48$              1.0%
No. 2 Heating Oil 5.07$              1.9%

Oil Prices

Note - ∆ is change in price over past 30 days.

U.S. Temperature Forecasts

Tuesday, January 31, 2023

NYMEX Natural Gas Futures Electricity Market Update (Prices in $ / MWh)
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Natural Gas Commentary
•    The Feb 2023 Natural Gas contract expired last week at $3.109 per MMBtu, the lowest monthly 

settlement since June 2021. January temps have been unseasonably warm across the U.S. - one 
of the warmest starts to a year in recorded history (1880-present).

•    Natural Gas storage inventories in the U.S. have recovered dramatically due to increased 
production and reduced demand across the residential and commercial sectors.

•    The market backwardation of 2022 (when near-term prices were more expensive than long-
term prices) has vanished. The Natural Gas market is now in a contango state where the Balance 
of 2023 is trading at a discount to forward calendar strips (2024-2028).

•    Intraday price volatility remains extreme, with price swings in excess of 10% occurring on a 
regular basis.  Most of the price instability is focused on the prompt months.

•    Freeport LNG (the 2nd largest LNG export terminal in the U.S.) attained approval from the FERC 
to begin preliminary steps towards restarting operations. The facility has been unable to export 
LNG since a fire occurred at the facility in June 2022.

Bullish Factors Creating Market Support
• China has relaxed its Covid-19 restrictions in 

an effort to spark its economy. The world's 
2nd largest LNG consumer is primed to 
import more gas than ever before.

• Freeport LNG is preparing to resume service, 
sending domestic LNG to foreign markets.

• Drought condititions persist in the West.

Bearish Factors Creating Market Resistance
• The warmest January in 40 years has 

dramatically reduced U.S. gas demand.
• Natural Gas production continues to set new 

records.
• European gas inventories remain well above 

historical averages. The potential energy 
crisis appears to have been averted - at least 
in the near term.

Electricity Market Commentary
• Real-time and Day-ahead electric prices have retreated to pre-2022 levels to start the year.  ERCOT, PJM, ISO-NE, and NYISO 

have all seen daily prices average $20-40 per MWh, as opposed to the $60-90 prices that dominated last year. Prices remain 
elevated in CAISO and Mid-C vs. prior years due to local gas shortages.

• NERC's Long-Term Reliability Assessment outlines declining reserve margins as "generators needed for reliability (mostly coal 
and nuclear plants) are planning to retire." The paper points out that the emerging electric system is "increasingly dymamic,
decentralized, and reliant on weather-dependent generation (primarily wind and solar)."

• The DOE reported that average grid interconnection cost for renewables has been significantly higher - energy storage 
averaged $335/kW, solar $253/kW, onshore wind $136/kW, and offshore wind $385/kW - than natural gas-fired generators, 
which have averaged just $24 per kW. 

• Forward wholesale prices for calendar years 2023-2025 have dropped precipitously over the past two months with ERCOT ↓ 
10-25%, PJM ↓ 14-35%, ISO-NE ↓ 11-43%, and NYISO ↓ 17-35%.
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